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Part I: Error Handling in ColdFusion 
So you've finished building your ColdFusion application, and it is perfect! No errors, no 

exceptional conditions, users all use it exactly the way they are supposed to! Alarm clock rings 

and you wake up to the harsh reality: no web application is completely trouble free. Therefore, 

your applications need to have a well-built error and exception handling "framework" to catch 

any problems and give the user a more helpful error message than the techno-babbly and 

overly informative ColdFusion generated errors. We are going to look at handling errors on a 

server-wide basis, on an application-wide basis, and at the page-level to deal with the range of 

errors that your application may encounter, and do so gracefully. 

 

Web applications return exceptions, i.e. error messages, during execution to indicate that 

something has happened to prevent normal processing. These may be code problems (bugs) 

or they may reflect an issue with the application state or the system environment that is outside 

of the application's control. Exception handling is beyond just basic error handling, rather it is a 

method for ensuring your applications keep running that relies on the ability to predict 

exceptional conditions and work around them. It also deals with intermittent failures that may 

be beyond your control. Some common exceptions include: 

 Failed database operations - invalid queries, database server being down, etc 

 Missing include files 

 Business logic or application errors (including bugs) 

 Failed calls external to the ColdFusion server, such as <cfhttp> calls or web services 

that are out of service 

 User input errors that are not correctly coded for 

 

By default, when an exception occurs the ColdFusion server will display a default error page 

describing what went wrong, stop processing that request, and log the error to the 

application.log file. The default error page, however, is very detailed. This is great for 

development, but not something we want to have in a production environment as it can cause 

users to lose confidence in the site, breaks out of the look and feel of the existing site thus 

confusing the user, and, most importantly, they contain descriptive information regarding 

databases and file paths, which hackers love to know. 
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ColdFusion offers several exception handling tags that you can use to catch errors and 

perform custom processing to handle the error. You can also use site-wide and application-

wide error handlers to display custom error messages and catch all other errors not caught at 

a page level. Errors not handled at one level are passed to the next highest level until it hits the 

highest general level (i.e. the ColdFusion default). From lowest to highest level, you can 

customize error handling at the page/code level, the directory level, the application level, and 

on a site/server wide basis.  

The Site-wide Error Handler 

A site-wide, or server-wide, error handler is specified using the ColdFusion Administrator and 

is used to handle any error or exception not handled by any other means. You declare the 

handler using a relative path from the ColdFusion web root, which may not always be the 

same as your website root.  When an error occurs, an error structure containing 14 keys with 

information about the error is created and available for use. 

Browser Information about the browser that was used when the error occurred 

DateTime Timestamp of the when the error occurred 

Diagnostics Short error message, usually with line and column number and a brief 

explanation of what was wrong 

GeneratedContent The failed request's generated content, if any. 

HTTPReferer URL that referred to the page that was requested when error occurred 

Mailto Email address of who was notified about this error, if any (available only if 

declared using the <cferror> tag) 

Message First line of the diagnostic error message 

QueryString URL query string of the request, if any 

RemoteAddress IP of the requester 

RootCause Contains a structure with the detailed error message; includes values for 

column, detail, knowncolumn, knownline, knowntext, line, message, snippet, 

stacktrack, tagcontext, tokentext, type, and snippet. TagContext is an array 

with a structure containing a trace through of the actions performed before the 

exception (includes, component calls, etc) 

StackTrace The same stack trace information from RootCause 

TagContext A more general tag context for just that tag 

Template The template the error occurred in 

Type What kind of error occurred 
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Your global error handler can present a friendly message to your users, while quietly recording 

the errors using cflog, displays the errors if being viewed by a specified server admin, and 

email errors to a specified person using application variables. 

<cfif IsDefined("Application.emailonerror")> 

<cfmail to="#Application.emailonerror#" 
from="#Application.emailonerror#" subject="Error Alert: 
#Application.applicationName#" type="html">Error occured at 
#DateFormat(Error.DateTime)# #TimeFormat(Error.DateTime)# 

 <br /> 

 <strong>Browser</strong>: #Error.Browser#<br /> 

 <strong>Remote Address</strong>: #Error.RemoteAddress#<br /> 

 <strong>Message</strong>: #Error.Message#<br /> 

 <strong>HTTP Referer</strong>:  #Error.HTTPReferer#<br /> 

 <strong>Query String</strong>: #Error.QueryString#<br /> 

 <strong>Template</strong>: #Error.Template#<br /> 

 <strong>Type</strong>: #Error.Type#<br /> 

 <br /> 

 <strong>Diagnostics</strong>: #Error.Diagnostics#<br /> 

 <br /> 

 <strong>Generated Content</strong>: #Error.GeneratedContent#<br 
/> 

 <br /> 

 <strong>Root Cause</strong> 

 <blockquote> 

 <cfdump var="#Error.RootCause#" /> 

 </blockquote> 

</cfmail> 

</cfif> 

 

<cflog log="application" file="Application_#Application.applicationName#" 
application="yes" type="error" text="#error.Diagnostics# 

 #Error.HTTPReferer#, 

 #Error.Template##Error.QueryString# 

" /> 

 

<p>An error has occurred while trying to process your request. The webmaster 
has been notified.</p> 

 

You can even take this a few steps further so that the content can be wrapped in the 

appropriate header/footer content for the specific application, to help maintain the application's 

look and feel. This enables your global error handler to be the default handler for all errors 

missed by your application; however, it does require creating extra files and variables in your 

applications, and does not offer much flexibility when you have multiple applications on the 
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same server. It will report all errors the same way no matter what kind of error we get. 

Therefore, the best practice is to rely primarily on error handling at the application level using 

multiple mechanisms, with the site-wide error handler being the "last resort" handler. 

Application-Wide Error Handling 

One broad way of handling errors at the application level is using the onError() event handler 

in Application.cfc. You may recall our briefly mentioning this handler in our first advanced 

training session when we discussed the application framework. When included in your 

Application.cfc file, the onError() handler will catch exceptions caused in expressions, by 

missing includes, a failed server-side validation, and any database errors. However, the site-

wide error handler will respond to basic syntax errors, such as missing or misspelled 

ColdFusion tags, invalid tag attributes, and missing/misused functions. 

 

When the onError() handler is invoked by the server, it will be passed information about the 

exception type, the template where the exception occurred, the actual error message, and the 

event name where the error occurred (if any). In your Application.cfc, you will generally list two 

arguments in your onError: 

 exception  

 eventname 

These are the two arguments that the server will pass its information into, with exception being 

a structure containing the details of the error or exception. The exception structure will have a 

variety of details, depending on the type of exception. At minimum, it will always have a few 

elements, similar to their like named counterparts from the Error scope: 

 exception.detail 

 exception.ErrNumber 

 exception.message 

 exception.StackTrace 

 exception.RootCause 

 exception.type 

 exception.name 
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Figure 1: A <cfdump> of Arguments.Exception for an undefined variable, with the StackTrace section 

collapsed for easier viewing 

 

Using this function, you can build a custom error handler that logs the exception to your 

application specific exception log and/or the ColdFusion application.log, and then invoke a 

custom tag or component, or include another page so as to gracefully inform the user know 

there was a problem and someone has been alerted. In this example, we are calling a custom 

tag called cf_errormsg and passing it the error information so it can then act accordingly in 

displaying a message to the user. 

<cffunction name="OnError" returntype="void"> 

  <cfargument name="exception" required="true" /> 

  <cfargument name="eventname" type="string" required="true" /> 

   

  <cflog file="#this.name#" type="error" text="#arguments.eventname#| 

   #arguments.exception.message#" /> 

   

  <cfif arguments.eventname DOES NOT CONTAIN ("onSessionEnd, 
onApplicationEnd")> 

   <cf_errormsg  

exception="#arguments.exception#"  

eventname="#arguments.eventname#" /> 

  </cfif> 

 </cffunction> 
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You can also use the onError() handler to replace the rather ugly and generic ColdFusion 

server-side form validation with ones that match the look and feel of your site. 

Missing File Errors 

Generally, your web server fill funnel all requests for ColdFusion files through your ColdFusion 

server, without checking for page existence. This means your normal server's "file not found" 

handlers are bypassed, even if the ColdFusion page being called is missing. Formerly, to 

handle nonexistent CFM files, you could set a server-wide 404 handler similar to the error 

handler, or have to do extensive checking in your other error handlers to try to catch them and 

respond to them. However, in ColdFusion 8, a new event handler was added to Application.cfc 

to deal with missing ColdFusion files called onMissingTemplate().  

 

When onMissingTemplate() is triggered, none of the other standard Application.cfc methods 

are activated, not even onApplicationStart() and onRequestStart(). The onMissingTemplate() 

handler returns a type of BOOLEAN. If it returns FALSE, it will pass handling of the 404-error 

back to the web server. You can use this handler to execute custom 404 handling. One caveat, 

however, is that you can only include files that should be executed on 404 through <cfinclude>. 

You cannot use <cflocation>, custom tag calls, etc.  

 

In this example, we use the event handler to log 404 errors, alert the user, and send them back 

to our home page. 

<cffunction name="OnMissingTemplate" returntype="boolean"> 

 <cfargument name="targetpage" type="String" required="true" /> 

   

 <cflog file="#this.name#" type="warning" text="File 
#Arguments.targetpage# requested by not found" /> 

   

 <cfoutput> 

  <script language="JavaScript"> 

   alert("Requested page #Arguments.targetpage# was not 
found...redirecting"); 

   location.hred="/"; 

  </script> 

 </cfoutput> 

</cffunction> 
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Along with this new method, a new application variable was added, this.welcomeFileList which 

you can use to specify a comma-delimited list of file names that should be excluded from 

triggering the onMissingTemplate() handler. However, you generally will not need to use this 

variable if you are running a standalone server like Apache or IIS. If you are using the 

embedded J2EE server, however, you would want to use this variable to allow directory 

browsing or to prevent to handler from executing if someone goes to a directory name that has 

an index.cfm you want to be loaded. Then you'd add this to your Application.cfc.  

<cfset This.welcomeFileList="index.cfm"> 

Page Level Error Handling With CFTRY/CFCATCH 

The first level for handling errors is at the page level, where you can use a try/catch 

methodology to catch errors before a user sees it and perform alternate processing instead. 

This method is common in most programming languages, with error handlers selectively 

wrapped around pieces of code.  

 
Figure 2: Processing flow with the try/catch methodology 

ColdFusion makes this methodology available through the appropriately named <cftry> and 

<cfcatch> tags. You can use these tags to: 

 prevent error messages from being display 

 specify an exception condition 

 capture and programmatically repair errors 

 Provide real-time feedback on error conditions 
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The <cftry> tag is a block tag that has no attributes. It signals to the server that localized error 

handling is in effect. The block contains pieces of code that may be problematic, and it must 

contain at least one <cfcatch> block containing the procedures to perform when exceptions 

occur. When an exception occurs within the <cftry> block, ColdFusion will pass control to the 

following handlers, in order: 

 A <cfcatch> block that handles a specific exception type 
 The Application.cfc's onError() method 
 The site-wide error handler 
 The default ColdFusion error handler 

 

Once the catch block is done, unless the block aborted the processing of the page, the control 

of the page will be passed back to the requested to template to continue running the code after 

the <cftry> block.  This allows prevents the user from seeing a generic error message and the 

application to continue as planned. The <cfcatch> tag has a single attribute, type, which you 

can use to declare what type of exception the block should catch. This attribute is optional, and 

if not included, the catch block will catch all exceptions. 

 

Generally, using a cfcatch block without attributes is not recommended because it will catch all 

errors, including those internal to the ColdFusion engine. This can include memory allocation 

errors and access violations, which you cannot handle programmatically. Such errors need to 

allow processing to abort and the ColdFusion engine to act accordingly. 

 

There are eleven basic exception types available for the <cfcatch> tag: 

 any – catches any exception that occurs 
 application – catches exceptions coded using <cfthrow tags> 
 custom_type – custom exception types as defined by a <cfthrow> invocation 
 database – exceptions from <cfquery> blocks, failed database operations, and ODBC 

problems 
 expression – exceptions that occur while evaluating CFML expressions 
 lock – exceptions occurring while processing <cflock> tags 
 missingInclude – exceptions caused by missing files during <cfmodule>, <cfinclude>, 

and <cferror> calls 
 object – exceptions while processing <cfobject> or CreateObject() requests 
 searchengine – Verity search exceptions 
 security – exceptions caused by security errors 
 template – general page errors including invalid tag and attribute names 
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Additionally, ColdFusion 8 allows you to catch a series of advanced types for catching 

exceptions that occur during <cfhttp> and <cfexecute> calls. These include: 

 COM.Allaire.ColdFusion.CFEXECUTE.OutputError 
 COM.Allaire.ColdFusion.HTTPBadRequest 
 COM.Allaire.ColdFusion.HTTPFileNotFound 
 COM.Allaire.ColdFusion.HTTPMovedPermanently 
 COM.Allaire.ColdFusion.POPConnectionFailure 
 COM.Allaire.ColdFusion.Request.Timeout 
 COM.Allaire.ColdFusion.HTTPConnectionTimeout 

 

You can use multiple <cfcatch> block tags within a <cftry> to define the types of exceptions the 

block should handle, capture and report the details of those exceptions, and detail exception 

specific processing to be performed. Only the first matching block will be executed, so if you 

have multiple catches, make sure they are in the order you want. 

 

Within a <cfcatch> block, a cfcatch structure exists containing three key/value pairs that 

contain details about the exception. Once the <cfcatch> block is done executing, the cfcatch 

structure ceases to exist. The structure contains three variables available to all types of 

exceptions.: 

 Type – type of exception being handled 

 Message – diagnostic message, where available 

 Detail – server message identifying which tag threw the exception 

 TagContext – an array of tag context structures showing certain tags executed up 

through the exception 

 StackTrace – Java details 

The cfcatch structure may also contain additional key/value pairs specific to certain types of 

exceptions.  

Database 
NativeErrorCode The database driver-specific error code; only useful when using native 

drivers or OLEDB 
SQLState Driver-specific error code from ODBC drivers 
SQL The SQL statement that was attempted 
queryError The error message returned by the database 
Where If the query makes use of the <cfqueryparam> tag, this value will indicate 

the query parameter name-value pairs 
Expression 

ErrNumber Internal error number 
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MissingInclude 
MissingFileName The name of the file that was not found 

Lock 
LockName Name of the lock affected, or anonymous if lock is unnamed 
LockOperation Operation that failed (either (Timeout, Create Mutex, or Unknown) 

Custom and Application 
ErrorCode Custom only; string error code 
ExtendedInfo Custom error messages containing information not displayed in the 

default exception handler 
 

Your Exception Handling Framework and <cfthrow> 

Exceptions in an application can occur in components, functions, custom tags, queries, in 

response to eternal events, in form submissions, etc. Using what we've just learned, in 

combination with one more ColdFusion tag, you can set up an Exception Handling Framework 

for each of your application. Done correctly, the framework makes it possible of centrally 

handle and easily organize exceptions, allowing for proper naming of exceptions. A well-

crafted exception framework allows for quick notification and recognition of critical exceptions 

within an application. One of the most common ways to accomplish a flexible Exception 

Handling Framework in your applications is with the use of the <cfthrow> tag. 

 

Used within a <cfcatch> block, the <cfthrow> tag allows you to pass an error up to the next 

level of exception handling (usually onError). This allows you to have your <cfcatch> try to 

programmatically solve the problem, and if it can't, go "whoa, out of my league" and send 

escalate it up the chain. The <cfthrow> tag also allows you to set a custom type of error 

beyond the basic ones we mentioned above, and set custom text describing the error that 

occurred. 

 

You can also use the <cfthrow> tag in your Application.cfc onError() event handler to pass an 

error up to the site-wide handler or, if there isn't one, the native ColdFusion error handler. 

Part II: Code and Content Reuse With Custom Tags 
Custom tags are pieces of code that can be called from many places in one or more 

applications, allowing you to encapsulate code. They are defined and called differently from 

UDFs and components, being CFML templates. Custom tags can pass back data to its calling 
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page, however this is often not as elegant, nor is it as clean as can be done with a component. 

And as components be used to encapsulate logic that was previously contained in custom 

tags, so you may be wondering if custom tags still have any place in the "modern" ColdFusion 

application. Short answer...yes! Custom tags and components can and should be used 

synergistically in your applications.  

 

Adobe recommends using components to encapsulate all business logic, and using custom 

tags to build "reusable display elements" - entities that display only the data passed in and do 

not pass data back out. Others, such as Ben Nadel, feel that custom tags can be used to 

create "domain specific language" that simplifies application development by requiring less 

thinking, even wrapping CFCs in custom tags for easier calling. I tend to go middle of the road. 

Components should be for business logic, however in addition to display elements, I like 

custom tags for very simple data return, such as formatting content or simple yes/no 

validations that can be called just as easily with a custom tag as with a component.  

 

Custom tags also differ from components in that they can be written in multiple languages. In 

addition to your standard CFML, you can write custom tags in Java, JSP, and ColdFusion C++ 

API. This gives you a simple implementation environment for integrating these technologies 

into your applications. However, for our training, we'll only be looking at creating custom tags in 

ColdFusion. 

Creating 

Custom tags should be built for flexibility and easy reuse by both yourself and other 

developers. They should be well commented and the code well formatted. They should use 

attributes for passing information to them, and use the caller scope if they need to return 

information. 

 

When commenting your custom tags, it's good to include a set of comments at the top of the 

tag giving several basic bits of information: 

 Description of what the custom tag does 

 List of its attributes, including their names, descriptions, and if they are required or 

optional 
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 Usage notes, including sample usage code 

 The author's name and email address 

 Creation date 

 A chronological list of changes 

 

Here is a basic template you can use to for this: 

<!---  

 AUTHOR: 

 DATE: 

 PURPOSE: 

 ATTRIBUTES: 

  Name="..." -required 

   

 USAGE NOTES: 

  <cf_foo name="value"> 

   

 MODIFICATION LOG: 

  DATE AUTHOR MODIFICATION 

  ==== ====  ==== 

   

 ================================ 

 ---> 

 

With your custom tag started with comments, the rest is standard CFML code. As you may 

recall from our basic lessons, a custom tag is called using the <cf_filename> syntax. Custom 

tags have a protected scope, so the calling page cannot directly access its variables. Instead, 

to pass information to the tag, you need to pass in attributes. Attributes are specified in name 

value pairs when you call the tag. For example, if we wanted to call a custom tag called 

foo.cfm with two attributes, we'd use: 

<cf_foo attribute1="value1" attribute2="value2"> 

 

Attribute names are not case-sensitive and can be listed in any order. They should be listed in 

name/value pairs, separate by a space, and the values must be enclosed with quotation 

marks. It is always good to use descriptive names for easier referencing in the calling pages 

and easier code readability. Values are not limited to simple values. You can pass in complex 

data types such as arrays and structures, just remember that as with UDFs, structures and 
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queries are passed by reference, not value! Attributes passed into a custom tag are put into 

the attributes scope of that tag, and are referenced using attributes.variablename. As with all 

other variable scopes, the attributes scope is a structure that can be manipulated using 

structure functions. 

 

Because of their protect scope, custom tag variables only exist while the tag is processing and 

are only available to the tag. You cannot pass back a result directly from the custom tag, 

however you can set a variable for the calling page to access by setting it in the caller scope 

within the custom tag. 

<cfset caller.company = "Adobe"> 

If the variable already exists in the calling page, however, it will be overwritten! To minimize the 

likely hood of this happening, you can use either a naming convention methodology or a 

dynamic naming methodology.  

 naming convention methodology - prefix the name of all variables set in the caller scope 

with the name of the tag:  

<cfset caller.food_variablename = "value" /> 

 dynamic naming methodology - the user passes in an attribute to the custom tag 

specifying the name that should be used for the returned variable 

<cf_foo returnvar="RC"> 

<cfset "caller.#attributes.returnvar#" = 25 /> 

 

The latter method is more complicated to code, however it is also far more flexible. However, 

as noted before, best practices is that you should NOT use the caller scope to set variables at 

all. If you have a custom tag that needs to return data to the calling scope, it is generally better 

to put the logic in a CFC instead. 

Ways of Calling 

There are two ways to call a custom tag. As we've already seen, one is with the <cf_> syntax. 

This is the simplest method to use, as you simply call it using the name of the file with cf in 

front and any attributes passed in. When you use this syntax, ColdFusion searches for the 

custom tag in a hierarchy of locations: 

1. A directory designated using the per application settings in the Application.cfc file, if 

enabled 
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2. The directory of the calling file (should only be used with the tag is used only by a file or 

files in that directory) 

3. The \ColdFusion8\CustomTags directory - used when there are only a few custom tags 

on a server that are used by multiple applications 

4. The \ColdFusion8\CustomTags subdirectories - with a large number of custom tags, it 

may be beneficial to break them up into subfolders 

5. Any custom tag paths set in the ColdFusion administrator 

 

The server will perform this search the first time the tag is called, then cache the location until 

the server is rebooted. If like-named tags exist on the server, it will serve the first one it finds. 

 

An alternative method of calling custom tags is with the <cfmodule> tag. Use this if you do not 

have access to the ColdFusion custom tags directory, cannot use application level settings, 

use dynamically determined custom tag calls, or you have multiple custom tags on a server 

with the same name and you want to be sure of exactly which tag is used. 

 

The <cfmodule> tag offers two options for calling a CFML custom tag:  

 name attribute, which uses dot notation to accesses tags under the 

\ColdFusion8\CustomTags directory and within its subdirectories; similar to CFC calls, 

directory names are delimited with a period and the cfm is eliminated from the call. 

To call a custom tag called toolbar.cfm in \ColdFusion8\Customtags\Utils\ 
you'd use <cfmodule name="utils.toolbar">  

 template attribute, which accesses tags relative to the calling page or a ColdFusion 

mapping similar to <cfinclude> tags; allows for custom tags to be stored anywhere on 

the server 

<cfmodule template="MyCustomTags/toolbar.cfm> 

Start and End notations and Nested Tags 

You may have noticed in the examples above that none of the custom tags and cfmodule tags 

were self-closed with the backlash at the end of the tag. This is not a typo. While normally, you 

should self-close all ColdFusion tags that do not have a closing tag, this is not the case with 

custom tags because custom tags that are self-closed, or have an ending tag, will be executed 

twice! 
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<cf_foo /> 

 

<cf_foo> 

... 

</cf_foo> 

 

Would both result in the tag being called twice, as if you had typed: 

<cf_foo> 

<cf_foo> 

 

The first two examples use what it called the "start and end tag notation". When you implement 

this, ColdFusion keeps track of whether a tag is running for the first or second time. This 

information can be used to carry out different processing depending on which run through it is. 

This becomes particularly useful when you have code between the custom tags. Instead of 

writing two related custom tags-one for processing on each side of a nested bit of code, you 

can write one tag that run one set of instructions the first time it is called, and another the 

second time after the nested code has been executed. The variables from between the tags 

are also not lost between the calls. 

 

You can also include other custom tags inside the nested code. The outside tag is referred to 

as the base tag, parent tag, or ancestor tag. The nested tags can be referred to as sub, child, 

or descendant tags. You can also close the sub tags for deeper levels of nesting. This can be 

particularly useful when building display menus. 

<cf_basetag> 

<cf_subtagone> 

<cf_subtagtwo> 

[ other code...] 

</cf_basetag> 

 

When any custom tag is executed, a thisTag structure is created and available within the tag 

containing four built in variables or keys: 

 ExecutionMode - which mode is the tag in: start, end, or inactive 

 HasEndTag - checks to see if a tag has an end tag, returning either true or false; useful 

for checking for a required end tag 

 GeneratedContent - the HTML content generated by the tag 
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 AssocAttribs - contains all of the attributes of all nested tags, if you use the 

<cfassociate> tag to make them available to the parent tags 

 

Now, you may notice that three execution modes are listed there, not just the two we've 

already mentioned. The start mode indicates the tag is running for the first time. The end mode 

indicates that is processing for the second time, i.e. the end tag is being called. The inactive 

mode means the custom tag is "waiting" for a nested tag or tags to be processed. 

 
Figure 3: Diagram illustrating the three execution modes of a custom tag 

 

Part III: .Net Integration 
Starting with ColdFusion 8, you can use ColdFusion to call both local and remove Microsoft 

.NET assembly class methods, as well as accessing assembly fields. This allows you to 

directly access and control Microsoft products like Word and Excel, as well as access existing 

.NET components and to creation functionality that you cannot do natively in ColdFusion. 

However, keep in mind that as ColdFusion is built on J2EE, it is generally more efficient to use 

Java over .Net to create non-native functionality. The classes that your application uses do not 

have to be housed on your local server, nor do you have to have the .NET run-time software 

on the ColdFusion server, allowing you to use even the Linux ColdFusion server to access 

remote .NET components. 

 

ColdFusion has two methods for connecting to .NET assemblies: 

 A local access methodology for assemblies on the same server as the ColdFusion 

server 

 A remote access methodology for assemblies located on other systems 
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For our purposes, we will only touch on the local access methodologies. In both cases, 

however, both the .NET extension must be installed with ColdFusion 8 and the ColdFusion 8 

.NET service be running on the system hosting the assembly. Therefore, if you are planning to 

access remote assemblies, that remote server must have the ColdFusion 8 .NET extension 

and service installed on it.  

 

Installation of the .NET service and extension is done when you install ColdFusion. Access to 

.NET assemblies is done through port 6086. If this causes port conflicts, you can change the 

port number by editing the DotNetSide.exe.config file in the jnbridge directory of your 

ColdFusion program folder. 

 

You can create a ColdFusion .NET objects in the same way you do with Java and COM 

objects, using the <cfobject> tag, or the CreateObject() function. Each has some slightly 

different parameters to use versus what you might use for invoking a ColdFusion component. 

<cfobject class="class name" 

name="instance name" 

type=".NET|dotnet" 

action="create" 

assembly="absolute path" 

port="6086" 

protocol="tcp|http" 

secure="no|yes" 

server = "localhost"> 

 

CreateObject(type, class, assembly [,server ,port ,protocol ,secure]) 

Let's look at an explanation of those attributes. Note that some that are required in <cfobject> 

are not required when using CreateObject. 

Attribute Required/Optional Description 
class Required Name of .NET class to instantiate 
name Required with <cfobject> Variable name to use in your application (string) 
type Required Must be set to .NET 
action Optional Must be set to create 
assembly Optional For local .NET assemblies, this is an absolute path to the 

assembly; for remove assemblies, you must specify the 
absolute path to the JAR proxy file 

port Optional Port number .NET is listening on; defaults to 6086 
protocol Optional http for HTTP/SOAP communications; tcp for TCP/IP; default is 

tcp and is it the recommended protocol to use 
secure Optional true/false – should ColdFusion use SSL for the connection 
server Optional Localhost for local assemblies else the servername/IP for 

remote 
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Once you have created your .NET object, you can call methods in that object in the same 

manner would for any other ColdFusion object methods. For example, here we are using the 

native .NET System assembly to find out what version of .net we have loaded. 

<cfset seClass=""> 

<cfobject type=".NET" name="seClass" class="System.Environment"> 

<cfdump var="#seClass.Get_Version().ToString()#"> 

In this case, because we are using the system assembly, we do not have to tell it where to find 

the DLL. Here is a more common calling of a regular assembly, this time using <cfscript>:  

<cfscript> 

mathInstance = 

CreateObject(".NET","mathClass","C:/Net/Assemblies/math.dll"); 

myVar = mathInstance.multiply(1,2); 

</cfscript> 

 

Part IV: Web Services 
A web service is published, consumable application functionality made available via the 

Internet. ColdFusion makes it easy to both publish your own web services and consume 

existing web services.  Web services are written in SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), a 

universal, cross-platform XML-based language used to write, send, and receive web service 

requests and responses. Fortunately, you do not need to learn SOAP to publish or consume 

web services, as ColdFusion handles the "translation" for you. 

 

To create a web service, you can simple change the access attribute of a function within a 

component to "remote." Let's look at one method in a component called specials that retrieves 

all of a restaurant's specials from a database and converts it to XML: 

<cffunction name="dailySpecials_GetCurrentAsXML" access="remote" 
returntype="array" output="true"> 

<cfset var xSpecials = dailySpecials_getAsXML()> 

<cfif hour(now()) lt 10> 

<cfset 
xSpecials=xmlSearch(xresult,"/restaurantspecials/menu[@type='Brea
kfast']")> 

<cfelseif hour(now()) lt 14> 

<cfset xSpecials=xmlSearch(xresult,"/Page 20 of 31 
restaurantspecials/menu[@type='Lunch']")> 
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<cfelse> 

<cfset 
xSpecials=xmlSearch(xresult,"/restaurantspecials/menu[@type='Dinn
er']")> 

</cfif> 

<cfreturn xSpecials> 

</cffunction> 

With its access method set to remote, other applications can directly consume this method and 

retrieve the specials information. These other applications are referred to as "clients."  

 

Of course, for other applications to get any good use of our web service, they need to know 

what variables to pass to it, including variable names and data types, and what data they will 

get back. The applications learn these details through a Web Services Description Language 

(WSDL) document, an XML document that contains all of this information. Fortunately, 

ColdFusion automatically creates this WSDL document for its web services that clients can 

view.  

 

You may remember that when we browsed to a CFC in our browser, it would display 

information about the CFC but only if we logged in as an administrator. Obviously, our clients 

cannot do this. So to allow clients to view the WSDL info, ?wsdl needs to be added to the URL, 

which triggers ColdFusion to return the WSDL document without requiring log in. 

 

You do not need to examine or understand the entire WSDL document. Instead, you need to 

look at two elements in its message area: 

 Message request element – specifies what data to send; contains a child element (part) 

for each argument to pass in, noting name and data type 

 Message response element – specifies what data type to send back; there will either be 

one or no part elements as a function can return variable at most. 

 

In the WSDL for our service above, we see that the message request element has no part 

elements, indicating that no data needs to be sent to it. The response element has a single 

part specifying that it returns an XML object. 
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Figure 4: WSDL snippet for specials web service 

 

You can also register WSDL documents in the ColdFusion Administrator so you can map web 

services to a name, thereby requiring you to only maintain the service's URL in the 

administrator rather than having to manage it in multiple places in your code.  

Calling a web service 

To call, or consume, a web service, you use the <cfinvoke> tag, just as you would for invoking 

a component. However, with web services, you use the web service attribute to both reference 

the WSDL file and to invoke the method required in a single tag.  

<cfinvoke webservice="http://localhost:8500/components/specials.cfc?wsdl"  

method="dailySpecials_GetCurrentAsXML"  

returnvariable="xSpecials"> 

</cfinvoke> 

To pass a web service arguments, you use the <cfinvokeargument>, the same as you would 

with a component. 

<cfinvoke webservice=""http://localhost:8500/components/specials?wsdl" 

method="dailySpecials_Getasarray" 

returnvariable="aSpecials"> 

<cfinvokeargument name="sDayofWeek" value="Tuesday"/> 

</cfinvoke> 

If the web service has security requirements, you can either specify the log in information when 

you register it in the ColdFusion administrator, or pass the username and password 

information in the <cfinvoke> tag.  You can also use the CreateObject() function to invoke a 
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web service, passing it the address for the web service then calling the methods outside the 

create object. Using this method, you would pass in values by passing in a structure of values. 

<cfscript> 

ws = CreateObject("webservice", 
"http://localhost:8500/components/specials?wsdl"); 

aSpecials = ws.dailySpecials_GetAsArray("Tuesday"); 

</cfscript> 
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Best Practices and Reminders 
1. Exceptions are "exceptional conditions" generated by system problems, user input, and 

application bugs. 

2. Your applications should incorporate an exception-handling framework that gracefully 
handles errors on the back ending, including any logging and notifications needed, while 
allowing your users to see friendly messages about the problem and allows the 
application to continue running. 

3. You can customize error handling at the  page/code level, the directory level, the 
application level, and on a site/server wide basis. 

4. A site-wide error handler, really a server-wide error handler, is specified in the 
ColdFusion Administrator and is relative to the ColdFusion web root. Remember, this 
may not be the same as your actual website web root! 

5. The site-wide error receives an error structure with 14 keys about the error that 
occurred. 

6. While the site-wide error handler can be manipulated to match the site where the error 
occurred, the process of doing so can be tedious and it still does not allow for any real 
customization in handling when dealing with more than one application, so it should be 
the last resort. 

7. Use application-wide error handling, with onError() to be handle exceptions not caught 
by your page-level <cftry>/<cfcatch> and other conditional checkers, and 
onMissingTemplate() to deal with 404 page not founds for ColdFusion. 

8. Use the try/catch methodology in specific pages to gracefully handle errors in potentially 
problematic code. 

9. You can use multiple <cfcatch> blocks within an <cftry> block to handle different types 
of errors, but avoid using the "any" type as it will also catch system errors that you 
cannot handle programmatically. 

10. Use the <cfthrow> tag to "throw" an error up the line from a <cfcatch> or onError() to the 
next level of exception handler as needed. 

11. Combined, <cflog>, <cftry>/<cfcatch>, <cfthrow>, and the onError() method, allow you 
to set up a robust and flexible Exception Handling Framework. 

12. Components should be used to encapsulate business logic and functions that need to 
return data. Custom tags should primarily be used for building reusable display 
elements and code that does not require the caller scope to be accessed. 

13. Create custom tags in a flexible, easy to reuse manner making sure they are well 
commented and well documented. 
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14. Custom tags can be called using the <cf_> syntax or with <cfmodule>. 

15. Attributes passed to custom tags are accessed using the attributes scope. 

16. Custom tags have start, inactive, and end execution modes that can be used to have 
different processing occur at each state; if you do not want to activate this, make sure 
you do not self-close or add a closing tag to your custom tag! 

17. With ColdFusion 8, you can connect to both local and remove .NET assemblies. 

18. As ColdFusion is built on J2EE, its better to use Java over .NET if you need to create 
functionality that is not available natively in ColdFusion. 

19. .NET objects can be created with the <cfobject> and CreateObject() functions, with 
methods called in the same manner as other created objects. 

20. To create a web service with a ColdFusion component, set its access attribute to 
remote. 

21. You can register web services in the ColdFusion administrator for easier consumption 
and upkeep. 

22. You can consume web service by using <cfinvoke> or CreateObject() and specifying a 
valid path or URL to a wsdl file. 
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Applying What We Learned 
1. Create a global error handler that displays a friendly error message to users, while 

logging errors to an application specific log 
2. Create an error handler using onError that handles general errors and form validation 

errors 
3. Create an error handler in your Application.cfc for dealing with missing CFM pages 

using OnMissingTemplate() 
4. Use cftry/cfcatch to deal with specific errors: 

a. Invalid database query 
b. Bad user input that is passed to a component 
c. Missing include files 
d. Errors with a CreateObject() or <cfobject> tag 
e. Invalid expressions 

5. Incorporate <cfthrow> into your application framework 
6. Create a custom tag that follows best practices and call it on a page 
7. If you have a windows system, try accessing the .NET system assembly and pulling 

some data from it 
8. Create a basic web service and view its WSDL 
9. Consume a web service 
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